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Abstract
The need for efficient decentralized recommender systems has been
appreciated for some time, both for the intrinsic advantages of decentral-
ization and the necessity of integrating recommender systems into P2P
applications. On the other hand, the accuracy of recommender systems is
often hurt by data sparsity. In this paper, we compare different decentral-
ized user-based and item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms
with each other, and propose a new user-based random walk approach cus-
tomized for decentralized systems, specifically designed to handle sparse
data. We show how the application of random walks to decentralized
environments is different from the centralized version. We examine the
performance of our random walk approach in different settings by vary-
ing the sparsity, the similarity measure and the neighborhood size. In
addition, we introduce the popularizing disadvantage of the significance
weighting term traditionally used to increase the precision of similarity
measures, and elaborate how it can affect the performance of the random
walk algorithm. The simulations on MovieLens 10,000,000 ratings dataset
demonstrate that over a wide range of sparsity, our algorithm outperforms
other decentralized CF schemes. Moreover, our results show decentralized
user-based approaches perform better than their item-based counterparts
in P2P recommender applications.
∗This work is supported by the ERC Starting Grant GOSSPLE number 204742.
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1 Introduction
Recommender systems are crucial to the success of e-commerce websites like
Amazon, eBay or Netflix. Different theoretical [4, 14, 3] or empirical [15, 6, 7, 13]
approaches have addressed recommender systems. Collaborative Filtering (CF)
is the most popular strategy in recommender systems. The reason behind this
popularity is that CF requires no information about the content of the items.
Neighborhood Model [7, 18] is the most widly used model of CF due to some
of its advantages like better explainability. It is important for a recommender
system to be capable of explaining the reason behind a given recommendation.
Consequently, the users may increase the quality of future predictions by giving
feedback about received recommendations.
A neighborhood model consists of two phases: neighborhood formation and
rating estimation. In the neighborhood formation phase a set of similar items
(item-based approach) is formed for each item or alternatively a set of similar
users (user-based approach) is formed for each user based on some similarity
measure like Cosine similarity or Pearson correlation. Then, the neighborhood
is input to a prediction function in the rating estimation phase to predict scores
for items unseen by the client. Item-based approach has recently received more
attention in the domain of centralized recommenders for its better scalability.
More specifically, the number of users is usually larger and grows faster than the
number of items. These schemes also benefit from better explainability because
users have a better knowledge of items than of users.
Yet, recommender systems are confronted to a growing amount of data to
process as the number of online users increases, and typically require expensive
computational operations and significant storage to provide accurate results.
While this combination of factors may saturate centralized systems, fully de-
centralized approaches provide an attractive alternative with multiple advan-
tages. Firstly, the computation of the predictions can be distributed among
all users, removing the need for a costly central server and enhancing scalabil-
ity. Secondly, a decentralized recommender improves the privacy of the users
for there is no central entity storing and owning the private information of the
users. Several existing algorithms [5], which are out of the scope of this pa-
per, can eventually be deployed in decentralized environments to communicate
users’ opinions in encrypted form without disclosing their identity. Finally, a
distributed recommender service is a valuable feature for peer-to-peer (P2P)
applications like BitTorrent and Gnutella as very popular media for users to
share their content.
Beside scalability, sparsity is another well-known issue of recommender sys-
tems. Typically, each user only rates a small amount of items. Consequently,
the number of ratings given by the users is very small in comparison with the
total number of (user, item) pairs in the system. For example, the MovieLens
10,000,000 ratings dataset has a density of 1.31%. Therefore, the efficient use
of the data at hand is an essential matter to recommender systems.
Despite the numerous advantages that decentralized recommenders offer, the
majority of work on recommendation algorithms has been focused on central-
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ized systems so far. These algorithms are then not directly applicable to dis-
tributed settings. In this paper, we investigate decentralized neighborhood-based
CF recommenders for P2P applications. Each user can only leverage her own
information and data provided by a small (wrt the size of the system) number of
other peers1. We rely on epidemic algorithms as a decentralized method to form
the neighborhood. CF is particularly suitable for the P2P context where no as-
sumption can be made on the content of the items because of the incoherence
of meta-data. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
First, decentralized user-based and item-based CF algorithms are imple-
mented and compared in a P2P context using different similarity measures. We
show that decentralized user-based approaches deliver better precision and less
complexity than decentralized item-based approaches. In fact, decentralized
user-based approach does not suffer from drawbacks usually attributed to their
centralized counterpart.
Second, we propose a new decentralized recommender system based on ran-
dom walks. We explain how the decentralized nature of P2P complicates the
application of random walks compared to centralized settings. In our algorithm,
each peer is provided with a neighborhood composed of a small (wrt the size of
the system) set of similar peers by means of an epidemic protocol. Then, the rat-
ings for unknown items of the neighborhood is estimated by running a random
walk on this neighborhood. Once the peers have formed their neighborhood,
i.e. the epidemic protocol has converged, each peer is thoroughly independent
from other peers in generating her recommendations. This algorithm has the
best performance over previous decentralized CF algorithms when the data is
sparse.
Third, the behavior of the random walk algorithm is discussed in detail in
function of three parameters: sparsity, similarity measure, and neighborhood
size. This latter strongly affects the precision and complexity of the algorithm
in a P2P context. The optimal parameter values of the algorithm is empirically
found for MovieLens 10,000,000 ratings dataset. Fortunately, our algorithm
significantly improves the precision over a wide range of sparsity while keeping
the execution time affordable for peers. At the end of the paper, we show
how significance weighting can be a barrier against the success of random walk
algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide
the preliminaries necessary for understanding our approach. Related work is
summarized in Section 3. Decentralization of CF algorithms and our user-based
random walk recommender system are described in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
In Section 6, we represent the simulation results and compare the performance
of different algorithms. The behavior of random walk is also analyzed in this
section. Section 7 concludes the paper.
1The terms peer and user are interchangeable in this paper.
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2 Preliminaries
Traditionally, recommender systems are modeled by a two-dimensional matrix
denoted by R, with rows representing users and columns representing items.
Each entry rui of R contains the rating of user u for item i. We assume an M
user and N item system, that is u ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} and i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. Each
row Ru∗ is called the rating vector of user u, and each column R∗i the rating
vector of item i. The goal of the recommender system is to predict the missing
entries of this matrix. In this section, we provide some necessary background
on the CF approach. Moreover, epidemic protocols [10] are briefly discussed as
the decentralization method we use to form a neighborhood of similar users.
2.1 Collaborative Filtering
User-based CF is presented in [7]. In this approach, a neighborhood of similar
users is assigned to each user using some similarity measure. One popular
coefficient is Cosine similarity. For users u and v it is defined as:
cos(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iu∩Iv ruirvi√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv r
2
ui
√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv r
2
vi
where Iu and Iu are the set of items rated by u and v respectively. A disadvan-
tage of Cosine similarity is that it does not take into account the differences in
users’ rating behaviors. For example in a 5-star rating system, a user may rate
from 3 to 5, but another one rates from 1 to 3 to reflect the same opinion on
items.
The Pearson correlation lifts this drawback by considering the offset of each
rating from the user’s mean rating. It is defined as:
ρuv =
∑
i∈Iu∩Iv (rui − ru)(rvi − rv)√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv (rui − ru)2
√∑
i∈Iu∩Iv (rvi − rv)2
where ru is the mean rating of user u. Pearson correlation considers only the
items rated by both users, but does not take into account the number of such
items. As a result, one may choose a user in her neighborhood while having
very few items in common.
To deal with this shortage, some authors opt for integrating a factor of trust
to Pearson correlation known as significance weighting [7]. This is achieved by
multiplying the Pearson correlation by a term reflecting the number of common
items. In [7], this term is defined as min(|Iv ∩ Iu| /50, 1). Choosing 50 as the
minimum number of ratings not to be attenuated is achieved empirically and
must be updated with the growth of the dataset and evolution of user ratings.
In this paper we use log as the term of significance weighting. Since the steep of
logarithmic function decreases constantly, it is more discriminating for smaller
numbers of common items. We call this modified Pearson coefficient and define
it as:
corr(u, v) = ρuv log(|Iv ∩ Iu|). (1)
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Significance weighting has a popularizing disadvantage discussed in Section 6.
Once the neighborhood is formed, the rating estimation phase is accom-
plished following some prediction rule, usually a weighted sum aggregation func-
tion:
rˆui = r¯u +
∑
v∈N(u,i) ωuv(rvi − r¯v)∑
v∈N(u,i) ωuv
(2)
where rˆui is the estimated rating of user u for item i, and N(u, i) the set of users
in the neighborhood of u having rated i. Henceforth, we call ωuv the similarity
weight between users u and v. In this paper, depending on the setting, it can
be either of the similarity measures presented in this section, or is the output
of the random walk algorithm.
Item-based CF [18] is quite similar to user-based CF. However, the rating
vectors of items are used instead of the rating vectors of users to form a neigh-
borhood of similar items for each item. More details and the relevant equations
are provided in the technical report [12].
2.2 Epidemic Protocols
In centralized recommender systems, the entire rating matrix R is known to the
central recommender. Consequently, the recommender algorithm can search
among all the users to assign a neighborhood to a client. This is not efficiently
achievable in a decentralized system. Instead, we use epidemic protocols to
create users’ neighborhood.
In epidemic protocols (also known as gossip protocols), peers have access to a
Random Peer Sampling service (RPS) [10] providing them with a continuously
changing random subset of the peers of the network. When a peer joins the
network, her view is initialized at random through the RPS. Each peer also
maintains a view of the network. This view contains information about the c
peers that maximize a clustering function. In this paper, this clustering function
reflects how much the peers exhibit a similar rating behavior. It can be either of
the similarity measures presented in previous sections depending on the context.
In order to converge to the ideal view, each peer runs a clustering protocol [20, 9].
A peer periodically selects a gossip target from her view and exchanges her view
information with her. Upon reception of new information, the peer compares
the new candidates with her actual view, and a set of random peers suggested
by RPS. Then, keeping only the c most similar entries, she updates her view
in order to improve its quality. While the clustering algorithm increases the
risks of network partition, the RPS ensures connectivity with high probability.
Gossip clustering protocols are known for converging quickly to high quality
views. By regularly communicating with the peers in the view, gossip protocols
also ensure their liveness and eliminate disconnected nodes. Gossip protocols
are fully decentralized, can handle high churn rates, and do not require any
specific protocol to recover from massive failures.
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3 Related Work
In this section, we review the previous work on decentralized recommender sys-
tems and suggested solutions to sparsity. The research on decentralized recom-
mender systems has remained modest although the need for them grows rapidly.
Notable works on the context are as follows: Tribler [2], a decentralized search
engine using BitTorrent protocol, is capable of recognizing the user’s taste and
give recommendations after a few search queries by the user. Each entry of the
binary rating vector is 1 if the user has ever downloaded the corresponding item,
and 0 otherwise. Tribler uses epidemic protocols to form the neighborhood, and
Cosine function as similarity measure. The significance weighting term is defined
as min(1, |Iv| /40), where v is the corresponding neighbor. A non-normalized
score is computed for each item through user-based CF approach, being conse-
quently used to generate an ordered recommendation list.
PocketLens [16] is a decentralized recommender algorithm developed by
GroupeLens research group. In [16], different architectures from centralized to
fully decentralized are suggested for neighborhood formation. PocketLens uses
the Cosine similarity to estimate the neighborhood quality. Once a neighbor-
hood of similar users is formed, an item-based algorithm is applied on the rat-
ings existing in the neighborhood. The Cosine similarity is used as the similarity
weight between items, and predictions are made using a normalized weighted
sum.
All of these works use classic similarity measures to predict the ratings. The
distinctive point of our work is to apply a model to introduce a decentralized
model-based CF algorithm.
Several solutions have been suggested to alleviate the problem of sparsity.
Some works exploit content information of items or demographic information [11]
of user’s profiles like age, gender or code area to improve the recommendations
when the data is not dense enough. Such information is not easy to collect
in P2P applications. Furthermore, providing demographic data endangers the
users’ privacy. Default rating [17] is another method for dealing with sparsity.
This solution slightly improves the precision of the recommendations by assum-
ing some default value for missing ratings. The disadvantage of this method
is in creation of dense input data matrix, hugely increasing the complexity of
computations. Hence, this is not a proper solution for P2P either, because the
computational power of P2P processors is in general much less than central
servers.
Hence, a lot of effort has been made to develop models to mine further the
existing data in order to detect potential hidden links between items or users. In
[8] trust-based and item-based approaches are combined by means of a random
walk model. The algorithm is centralized and the trust is explicitly expressed
by the users. The information about trust does not exist in the majority of
datasets including MovieLens. Authors in [21] suggest a random walk model as
a solution to sparsity in a centralized item-based CF approach. Their algorithm
is to some extent similar to an item-based version of our random walk algorithm,
but does not lend itself well to decentralized environments.
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4 Decentralization of CF Algorithms
The main difficulty in decentralization of the user-based CF algorithm is the
neighborhood formation phase. Contrary to the central recommender algo-
rithms, each user of a P2P network can only access the data related to a limited
number of other users. It is therefore critical to devise a protocol able to ef-
ficiently navigate through the P2P system and gather the most similar peers.
Epidemic protocols described in Section 2.2 are very suitable for this task, and
converge to a view of the most similar users in only a few cycles. Once the neigh-
borhood is formed, the rating estimation is done locally at each user. While
scalability is an issue in centralized user-based recommender systems, decen-
tralized approaches do not suffer from this drawback as each user computes her
own recommendations.
The decentralization of the item-based CF algorithm is more of a challenge
because the algorithm needs the rating vector of the items to find the similarity
between them. This vector can not be known by P2P users as they do not
know the ratings of the majority of other peers. Consequently, similar to the
user-based approach, each peer should find a neighborhood of similar users as
a first step. A partial rating vector is then constructed for each item based on
the ratings available in the neighborhood, and the item-based CF algorithm is
applied.
The complexity of CF algorithms is mostly due to the similarity computation
between users or items. For decentralized user-based algorithms, a similarity
vector between the central user and all peers in the neighborhood is calculated.
The complexity of each similarity calculation depends on the number of common
items between two users, which may go up to a considerable fraction of all items
in the system. The complexity of the operation is then O(SN) for each user,
where S is the neighborhood size, and N the number of items in the whole P2P
system. In decentralized item-based algorithms, the similarity between unknown
items of the neighborhood and the items rated by the user is calculated to form
a similarity matrix. Provided the neighborhood is big enough, it often contains
some users having rated the majority of items. Then, user u needs to compute
L(N − L) similarities where L equals |Iu|. The complexity of each similarity
calculation is proportional to the size of the item rating vectors , being up to
the neighborhood size. Hence, the complexity of the decentralized item-based
approach is at most O(N2S) for each peer, where the worst case happens when
L = N/2. Therefore, it is seen that the decentralized user-based approach is
much less complex than the decentralized item-based approach.
For the above reasons, user-based approaches seem to match better a P2P
setting. In Section 6, it is empirically shown that decentralized user-based
approaches also have better precision than decentralized item-based schemes.
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5 Decentralized Prediction through RandomWalk
In CF recommender algorithms, the similarity weight (ωuv or ωij) is usually the
same as similarity measure. In our algorithm, this is computed through random
walks. Random walk has been used to design decentralized search engines [19].
In the context of recommender systems, some centralized approaches [21] have
used random walks to improve the precision of recommendations. In general, the
recommendation problem is modeled by a weighted and directed graph where
vertices represent the entity of interest. This entity is items in item-based
recommenders or webpages in PageRank algorithm for example. The application
of random walks to centralized recommenders is relatively obvious. Since the
whole graph topology is known to the central algorithm, this latter can launch
random walks from a vertex and output a similarity score for each of the other
vertices. In other words, the random walk acts as a clustering mechanism on
its own to form the neighborhood. In P2P however, this can not be done
because the knowledge of each peer about the P2P network is limited to its
neighborhood.
In our decentralized algorithm, each peer first locally executes a neighbor-
hood formation phase through clustering gossip protocols as described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Once the protocol has converged, each peer holds in its view the rating
information of the c closest peers according to the similarity measure used for
clustering. Note that only peers that get a strictly positive similarity score are
inserted in the view. When all the peers have selected their views, we define
the P2P network (or the topology of it) as the network created by the peers
connected via edges to the peers in their views. c is typically small with respect
to the size of the network for scalability reasons. Gathering information from
only c peers is not enough to achieve good precision and high coverage due to
data sparsity. In order to obtain more data at a low network cost, each peer
also uses information of the peers in the view of her neighbors. Therefore, we
define the neighborhood of each user as the peers directly connected and the
peers connected within a distance of two hops in the P2P network. Depending
on the clustering function, the size of the neighborhood can be up to c2 + c. We
evaluate the size of the neighborhood on the MovieLens dataset in Section 6.2.
To compute a personalized score prediction for an item, a user a leverages
all the scores that users in her neighborhood have assigned to that item. Each
contribution is weighted to reflect the similarity between a and the correspond-
ing user. The users in the neighborhood are modeled as Markov Chain graph
vertices, and a random walk is applied on this graph. A Markov chain can
be represented by a directed graph where vertices are the states of the chain
and edges represent the transition probabilities from one state to another. In
our case, the states symbolize the users in the neighborhood of a peer, let us
say peer a. Since the vertices represent the users of the neighborhood, we call
our algorithm user-based random walk algorithm. The neighborhood size will
consequently be an important parameter of the algorithm, while in centralized
algorithms it is always fixed to the size of the complete graph, i.e. the graph con-
taining all users or items of the system. We will see in Section 6 that increasing
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the neighborhood size until some threshold raises the precision of recommen-
dations while keeping the execution time in a reasonable level. Intuitively, the
benefit of random walks is to consider the whole graph topology when estimat-
ing the similarity between users, while classic similarity meaures may only take
advantage of the explicit intersection between the rating vectors of each two
users.
Let P a be the transition probability matrix corresponding to the graph of
user a’s neighborhood. Each element pauv of P
a represents the probability that u
would ask v for recommendations. This probability is defined as the normalized
similarity of the tail peer to the head. Another parameter β ∈ (0, 1) is also
added to the equation to consider the case where each peer jumps randomly to
any other peer in the neighborhood during the random walk. Choosing very
high values of β leads to assignment of equal transition probability towards
all users in the neighborhood regardless of their similarity. It means that the
ratings of all users will have the same weight in predictions. The value pauv is
computed using the following equation:
pauv = (1− β)
s′uv∑
z∈K(a) s′uz
+
β
m
, s′uv =

suv if suv ≥ 0 and u 6= v
γu if u = v
0 otherwise
(3)
K(a) is the list of all users in the neighborhood of a, suv is the similarity
between two users u and v. In the experiments presented in Section 6, suv is
either Pearson correlation or Modified Pearson correlation. γu is the self loop
parameter, modeling the case where a user answers the recommendation query
before forwarding it to other users of the neighborhood. Since each user is
logically more confident in her own opinion than that of any other user, we
fixed γu as twice the similarity measure between u and the most similar user in
her view.
The random walk starts from the users directly connected to the active
user a, that is, peers having a one hop distance with the active peer in the
network. The vector of initial probability distribution over the neighborhood is
represented by ~da. Each entry of ~da is defined as:
~da(v) =
s′′av∑
z∈K(a) s′′az
, s′′av =
{
sav if v ∈ clustering view of a
0 otherwise.
(4)
Since each user computes her own predictions, we omit the index of a for the
sake of simplicity. We use a finite length random walk where each peer decides
to continue the walk with probability α. In Markov chains, the probability of
being in a state at step k depends only on its previous state. Therefore, the
probability of being in state u at step k is:
Pr(Xk = u) = α
m∑
v=1
Pr(Xk−1 = v)pvu = αk
m∑
v=1
~d(v)P kvu
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where m is the size of the active peer’s neighborhood, and P k the power k of the
transition probability matrix. This is equal to the inner product of the initial
distribution vector by column u of the P k matrix. The overall probability of
being in state u is then:
Pr(X = u) =
∞∑
k=1
αk ~d · ~P k∗u.
At last, the final probability distribution vector over the neighborhood is:
Rˆ =
∞∑
k=1
αk ~dP k = ~dαP (I − αP )−1. (5)
We use Equation (5) to estimate the final distribution vector, and α is opti-
mized empirically. Note that even in the real implementation of the algorithm,
Equation (5) may still be used instead of launching real random walks. Once
the final distribution vector is output by the random walk model, its entries
are used as similarity weights ωuv in Equation (2) in order to generate the
recommendations.
The computation of transition similarity matrix and the matrix inversion of
Equation (5) are the main sources of complexity of the algorithm. The simi-
larity must be calculated between each two users. The complexity of matrix
inversion is O(S3), where S is the neighborhood size. Each similarity computa-
tion depends on the number of items in the neighborhood. If the set of items of
the neighborhood gets close to the set of items in the whole system, the com-
plexity of both operations becomes O(S2N + S3). With a correct selection of
neighborhood size, the algorithm gives excellent performance with reasonable
execution time.
In the same way, we can also imagine applying the same algorithm on the
graph of items, then having an item-based random walk algorithm. The com-
plexity of this algorithm will be O(N2S + N3). Unfortunately, the execution
time of item-based random walk algorithm is far from being affordable for the
peers in real settings. The lack of efficiency of item-based random walk algo-
rithm pushed us through suggesting the user-based random walk as a better
approach for P2P applications. Furthermore, we will see in next section that
item-based approaches have in general poor results in P2P systems.
6 Experiments and Results
In this section we compare our algorithm with other decentralized CF algo-
rithms. Besides, the behavior of the random walk is analyzed.
6.1 Evaluation Methodology and Results
In P2P systems the users do not report any feedback to a central server. As
a result, no trace of real P2P data is available. In our experiments we use the
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MovieLens 10,000,000 ratings dataset [1]. It consists of 10, 000, 054 ratings on
10, 681 movies, rated by 71, 567 real users of the MovieLens website, where each
user has rated at least 20 movies. A 5-star scale is used to ask for ratings. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the second biggest dataset available after the
Netflix dataset for research on recommender systems.
Since MovieLens is a central database, we adopt the following strategy to
adjust it for our P2P experiments: For each user in the database, a peer object
is instanced. This peer is attributed with the profile of the corresponding user
in the database. This profile contains the list of films and corresponding ratings
of the user. Consequently, each peer can access directly only her own ratings,
and needs to rely on the epidemic protocol described in Section 2.2 to find and
retrieve the profiles of similar peers. This strategy enables us to simulate a P2P
network of MovieLens users, as if each of them had registered her ratings on her
own computer instead of reporting them to the website.
We evaluate different recommender algorithms by cross validation. Namely,
each MovieLens user profile is split into 20 regular random slices. 20 comes
from the minimum number of ratings per user in the MovieLens dataset. Con-
sequently, each profile slice contains at least one rating. A number of slices form
the training profile input to the algorithm as the learning data. The predictions
are made on the test profile composed of the remaining slices. Different levels
of sparsity are modeled by changing the proportion of the test and training
profiles.
We use Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to measure the precision of the
recommendations. For user u it is defined as
√
(
∑
rui∈ITu (rˆui − rui)2)/ |ITu |,
where |ITu | is the size of the test profile of u. Each peer computes its own
RMSE, and the total RMSE of the system is defined as the mean of RMSEs.
Coverage is another important measure of usefulness for recommender sys-
tems. It shows the proportion of items for which the algorithm can predict a
rating. Since the total number of items of a P2P network is not known to the
users, we define the coverage for user u as (
∣∣∣IˆTu ∣∣∣ / |ITu |), where IˆTu is the set
of predictable items in the test profile of u. The total coverage of the system is
then defined as the mean coverage of all peers.
P-RW decentralized user-based random walk algorithm described in Section 5
MP-U decentralized version of the user-based algorithm in [7] with Modified Pearson correlation
P-U decentralized version of the user-based algorithm in [7] with Pearson correlation
Tribler[2] decentralized user-based approach with Cosine similarity and significance weighting
PocketLens [16] decentralized item-based approach using Cosine similarity
MP-I decentralized version of the item-based algorithm in [18] with Modified Pearson correlation
P-I decentralized version of the item-based algorithm in [18] with Pearson correlation
Table 1: Short description of decentralized CF algorithms with their abbrevia-
tions
The simulations are run for three view sizes: 10, 20 and 30. All results were
obtained after 30 cycles of gossip, and the epidemic protocol had converged. β
was fixed to 0.15 in the random walk algorithm. α was optimized by trying
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values in (0, 1) with a step of 0.1 in different levels of sparsity. In general, we
observe that the optimal length of the random walk increases (larger α) as the
data becomes sparser. Even though the similarity between users is most often
transitive, it happens in few cases that users in a two hop distance have negative
similarity. We do not take such users into account when making predictions in
user-based approaches, although they exist in the neighborhood. This problem
never happens in the random walk algorithm because the similarity weights
generated by the algorithm are non-negative probabilities. In the same way, only
items with positive similarity are used for prediction in item-based methods.
We compare our algorithm with 6 decentralized recommender algorithms.
The description of these algorithms and corresponding abbreviations are listed
in Table 1. The best results, obtained with a view size of 30, is reported in
Tables 2 and 3. The results for view sizes of 10 and 20 is found in the technical
report [12]. The item scores computed by Tribler are not scaled. Hence, we
generated a score for each item using Equation (2) to be able to compare it
with other algorithms. In P-I and MP-I, both neighborhood formation and
item-based prediction are done using the same type of similarity measure, and
the predictions are made using the item-based version of Equation (2).
As seen in Table 2, P-RW algorithm outperforms all other decentralized
algorithms when the sparsity is less than 70%. P-U and MP-U approaches
significantly outperform all item-based approaches. Tribler shows the poorest
performance among user-based approaches, but still improves over item-based
approaches when sparsity is more than 5% and less than 25%. This shows
that Pearson correlation is a better choice than Cosine similarity in user-based
approaches. PocketLens shows the best performance among item-based ap-
proaches. Therefore, Cosine similarity seems to perform better in item-based
approaches. Moreover, comparing MP-U and MP-I with P-U and P-I proves
that significance weighting is efficient for both item-based and user-based ap-
proaches. As a general term, we can state that provided the right similarity
measure is used, user-based approach is preferable to item-based approach in
P2P recommenders. All methods have good coverage when the training pro-
file is more than 5%. However, the coverage of the methods using significance
weighting, that is MP-U, MP-I and Tribler, is slightly better than others. P-RW
improves the coverage over P-U although they use the same neighborhood. This
is because P-RW can also use the ratings of users with negative direct similarity.
In most recommender systems, the predicted scores are used to propose a
recommendation list of top-N items to the user. The quality of this list strongly
depends on the RMSE of the system. The achievable RMSE lies in a very re-
stricted range in available datasets, but it is proven that only slight improvement
in RMSE yields much more satisfactory recommendation lists [13]. Hence, the
improvement of our algorithm over the best of previous algorithms is absolutely
valuable specifically because we are very close to the limit of achievable RMSE.
The precision and coverage of all approaches increase with the size of the
neighborhood. This is due to the fact that algorithms rely on more users for
making predictions. We observed in simulations that increasing the view size
over 30 does not yield any significant improvement. Note there is no advantage
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Training Profile 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% 70% 90%
P-RW 1.0719 1.0147 0.9869 0.9693 0.9575 0.9513 0.9423 0.9327 0.9196 0.8842
MP-U 1.1164 1.0481 1.0081 0.9841 0.9717 0.9662 0.9522 0.9408 0.9168 0.8752
P-U 1.1288 1.0594 1.0220 0.9980 0.9812 0.9725 0.9594 0.9477 0.9294 0.8903
Tribler 1.2301 1.0946 1.0439 1.0234 1.0166 1.0119 1.0050 0.9988 0.9892 0.9489
PocketLens 1.2036 1.1110 1.0595 1.0296 1.0119 0.9998 0.9833 0.9721 0.9553 0.9174
MP-I 1.2218 1.1410 1.0867 1.0493 1.0211 1.0011 0.9732 0.9559 0.9338 0.8985
P-I 1.2508 1.1601 1.0984 1.0524 1.0255 1.0062 0.9805 0.9656 0.9441 0.9038
Table 2: RMSE in different levels of sparsity, view = 30
Training Profile 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% 70% 90%
P-RW 0.8429 0.9272 0.9370 0.9487 0.9492 0.9506 0.9560 0.9540 0.9511 0.9474
MP-U 0.8324 0.9642 0.9854 0.9917 0.9943 0.9956 0.9969 0.9979 0.9983 0.9986
P-U 0.6971 0.8657 0.892 0.9220 0.9264 0.9316 0.9415 0.9407 0.9394 0.9364
Tribler 0.7469 0.9669 0.9881 0.9933 0.9952 0.9966 0.9978 0.9984 0.9990 0.9993
PocketLens 0.7435 0.9023 0.9337 0.9453 0.9515 0.9549 0.9583 0.9598 0.9582 0.9558
MP-I 0.8265 0.9612 0.9853 0.9924 0.9951 0.9963 0.9974 0.9979 0.9985 0.9989
P-I 0.6872 0.8844 0.9192 0.9406 0.9434 0.9470 0.9543 0.9521 0.9488 0.9458
Table 3: Coverage in different levels of sparsity, view = 30
in choosing very large views. Not only does it exponentially increase the execu-
tion time, but also renders the recommendations less personalized. A view size
about 30, allows for good precision and coverage while keeping the computa-
tion time quite affordable. This value may be different for datasets other than
MovieLens.
6.2 Analysis of the Behavior of Random Walk
In this section we discover further the behavior of random walk in function of
sparsity, neighborhood size and similarity measure.
Random Walk vs. Sparsity Random walk works well when the data is so
sparse that classic similarity measures fail to detect meaningful relation between
users. By increasing the training set proportion, classic similarity measures
deliver better performance than the random walk algorithm. For the view size
of 30, P-RW gives the best results until when the training set proportion is
below 70%. However, when the training set proportion goes beyond 70%, the
direct similarities become more reliable than random walk similarities.
Random Walk vs. Neighborhood Size The precision of the three ap-
proaches with the best precision is plot in Figure 1. Before the training profile
arrives at a threshold, P-RW delivers the best precision outperforming the MP-
U algorithm as the second best approach. This threshold increases rapidly with
incrementing the size of the neighborhood. It is 15% for a view size of 10,
and goes up to 40% for a view size of 20. The threshold reaches 70% for the
view size of 30, suggested as the best view size by our experiments. Further-
more, the amount of improvement of P-RW over other approaches increases with
the neighborhood size. In fact, random walk reevaluates the similarity weight
13
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Figure 1: RMSE
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Figure 2: MP-neighborhood vs. P-neighborhood
between users by mining longer paths in the neighborhood to find implicit tran-
sitive similarities. However, classic similarity measures can only capture direct
similarity. The chance of detecting the transitive similarities is naturally higher
for larger neighborhoods. It is why P-RW outperforms MP-U, but P-U has
poorer precision than the latter, while both P-U and P-RW use the same type
of neighborhood.
Random Walk vs. Similarity Measure To see how significance weighting
of the similarity measure can influence the quality of the neighborhood, we
compared the average neighborhood size and the average number of ratings
per prediction for two types of neighborhood formed either through Pearson
correlation or Modified Pearson correlation (see Figure 2). It is seen that MP-
neighborhood has more ratings per prediction than P-neighborhood while its
size is smaller. It means that Modified Pearson correlation prefers over-active
users having rated a large number of items. Note P-RW has better precision
than MP-U although it uses less ratings, showing that P-RW learns faster than
MP-U. With increasing the training profile, the P-neighborhood approaches
its maximum size (about 900) very soon. Unlike P-neighborhood, the size of
MP-neighborhood decreases continuously when the training profile goes beyond
15%. This indicates that the P2P network becomes more clustered because
the views of directly-connected peers contain many common neighbors. In fact,
since over-active users have more ratings in each profile slice the significance
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Figure 3: Error v/s proportion of data set used
weighting term grows faster for them with incrementing the training profile.
Consequently, their chance being put in the neighborhood becomes more than
moderate users, and their indegree increases quickly. We call it the popularizing
effect of significance weighting.
Although the popularizing effect leads to better coverage, it prevents the
random walk algorithm from working in two ways: first, it decreases the ability
of the algorithm in similarity estimation by decreasing the neighborhood size
and omitting users with few ratings but implicit similarity to the central user.
Second, over-active users act as a sink in the Markov Chain model during the
random walk. Then, their state probability at the end of the random walk is
higher than other peers. In other words, random walk intensifies the influence
of over-active users in predictions with respect to the users with less ratings.
This significantly decreases the quality of random walk predictions in the MP-
neighborhood. The size of MP-neighborhood has a peak when the training
profile is 15%. This shows that the sinking behavior of significance weighting
starts at this point. For smaller training profiles, the P2P network is not still
well clustered, and peers continue to add new users to their views.
To investigate the performance of random walk on an MP-neighborhood,
we implemented two new variants of our algorithm. The first variant is MP-
RW. Being quite similar to P-RW, it uses Modified Pearson correlation instead
of Pearson correlation for neighborhood formation and also as user similarity
weight suv in Markov chain model (see Equations (3) and (4)). The second
one is MPP-RW where the neighborhood is formed through Modified Pearson
correlation, while user similarity weight in Markov Chain model is assigned
using Pearson correlation. The results are plot in Figure 3. The exact RMSE
values can be found in the technical report [12].
When the training profile is more than 15%, MP-RW starts to show poorer
results than P-RW. Its performance is even worse than MP-U when the train-
ing set is more than 20%. The reason hides behind the popularizing effect of
significance weighting. The slightly better precision of MPP-RW than MP-RW
is due to the fact that the transition probability of the edges pointing towards
over-active users decreases when significance weighting is not used for user sim-
ilarity assignment. Hence, the sink role of such users is partly alleviated. It is
also observed that MPP-RW can outperform P-RW when the training profile is
15
extremely sparse (below 15%). This is due to the fact that the sinking behavior
of Modified Pearson correlation is not still severe in this range.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a user-based random walk algorithm to enhance the
precision of previous decentralized CF recommender systems. We use epidemic
protocols to assign each user with a neighborhood of similar peers. Each user
locally runs the random walk algorithm on her neighborhood, and computes her
recommendations. The algorithm is fully decentralized, and users are totally
independent from each other in computing their own recommendations.
We implemented decentralized CF recommenders using different similarity
measures and compared them with our algorithm. Our algorithm had the best
precision over a wide range of sparsity. Decentralized user-based algorithms
showed better precision and less complexity than their item-based counterparts.
Moreover, Cosine similarity performed better in decentralized item-based algo-
rithms, while Pearson correlation worked better for decentralized user-based
algorithms.
Simulating a P2P network using the MovieLens 10,000,000 ratings dataset,
we empirically showed how sparsity, neighborhood size, and similarity measure
are determining parameters of the random walk algorithm. This algorithm
delivers better precision when the data gets sparser. It works better for larger
neighborhood sizes. The view size of 30 was given as a good trade-off between
precision and execution time for MovieLens dataset. In the end, the behavior
of the random walk was studied for two types of neighborhood formed either
through Pearson correlation or Modified Pearson correlation. We showed how
popularizing effect related to significance weighting term of Modified Pearson
correlation is a barrier against the performance of random walk.
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